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Introduction

Following on from the introduction to the iron project, how to take the claim “That we do not
start with preconceived concepts and a structure but adopt research and actions as a series of
mutating stages leading towards thinking, language, concepts and a structure?” To understand
How can your thinking and practice come together to map a way forward within the framework of iron?
everything, we understand as thinking within the framework of something called art, not as a
known fixed entity but something that is fluid and malleable and to be arrived at.
Workshop

Conclusion

How does this process work in practice?
How do we take multiple thinking, rationalities, existences, positions, practices to shape and
move towards suitable thinking, concepts and structure that meet and intersect within iron?
And use these insights to develop a clearer idea how to populate the iron program?
For the workshop we want to ask you to make a mind map before the workshop and bring it to
the workshop to make a larger group map - that shows how the strength of your idea, thinking,
project, practicecan be brought to bear, engage, intersect, join, enhance the program for iron and to contribute
to it, to go from its current position of muteness, without form and shape.
In order to avoid and rupture fascism, neoliberalism, empire, universalism, agreed coherent,
colonial thinking and being, language, concept and references that link culture to the center of
the Empire and Western centricism.
And the role of Western art as a route into Western values and consolidation of Western reality.

This is the 2nd iron online event and intends to take up threads discussed in the prelimanry introduction to the iron
program 2021.
Key to the concept of iron outlined in the introduction is that we do not want to start with preconceived ideas and
concepts, nor an idea of what form the project and platform is to take, but to organise a series of events as stages towards launching iron, in order to facilitate and encourage the thinking and genearative process.
So we want to unglue and unlearn what we know and think and work towards a new, or another, language of art
The questions that we would like to start to think about during the workshop
“How do the different ideas and thinking and the different projects and practices embodied by your contribution to
iron, converge momentarily to examine disperate forms, rationalities and cultures?”
and,
“How can they be constructively used to plot the trajectory to develop the logic, platform and diagnostic tools to
embody the iron project later this year when it is launched?”
Plotting a trajectory in logic and language towards developing thinking
How to develop a framework from where we are within the conditions that we find ourselves in?

